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The bible of American whiskey has been updated—now with more than 300 entries! Organized
in an A-to-Z directory by distillery, then brand, this second edition of American Whiskey, Bourbon
& Rye features more than 330 whiskeys, including more than 120 new entries. Each section
includes a brief history of the maker, along with its location, followed by a full account of each
bottling, including details on age, proof, nose, color, body, palate, price, as well as an overall
rating. A comprehensive primer provides a short history of the spirit, how it’s made, and how to
enjoy it, including tips on organizing tasting sessions. Also included are a glossary of terms, a
selection of top whiskeys by value and ratings, a handy checklist, and two helpful indexes. With
this book, choosing from among the many whiskeys, bourbons, and ryes made in America has
never been easier.

Praise for American Whiskey, Bourbon & Rye “A comprehensive and opinionated guide for the
intermediate tippler . . . It’s a detailed, admirably cranky directory. Risen’s tasting notes for each
are erudite and fun.”—Wall Street Journal “Risen is something of a Renaissance man . . . a
Leonardo da Vinci of whiskey. American Whiskey, Bourbon & Rye . . . should have a proud place
on the bookshelf (or by the bar) of anyone who is an enthusiast of bourbon and other American
whiskeys. Very useful for shopping purposes . . . Bring this book with you.”—Los Angeles Review
of Books “Risen delicately walks readers into whiskey’s past, present, and future. . . . His words
are meant for whiskey lovers, as he dissects every brand’s story and scores products on an NR
(not recommended) to four-star scale. An American whiskey treasure worthy of four stars.”—
Whiskey Advocate “A whiskey novice’s best friend . . . It’s a book I plan on keeping around for
constant reference.”—Saveur About the AuthorClay Risen is an editor at the New York Times,
where he has written extensively on whiskey, rum, and other spirits. He has also written for The
Atlantic, Smithsonian, and the Washington Post. He is the author of A Nation on Fire: America in
the Wake of the King Assassination (Wiley, 2009) and The Bill of the Century: The Epic Battle for
the Civil Rights Act (Bloomsbury, 2014). Risen grew up in Nashville, Tennessee, and lives in
Brooklyn, NY, with his wife and two young children.
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Jeff, “Top-notch information, beautifully and logically presented. If something like Clay Risen's
American Whiskey, Bourbon & Rye had existed when I became interested in the finer points of
the nation's favorite spirit a decade ago, I'd have enjoyed better whiskey and saved a lot of
money over that period. If you want to initiate or enhance your enjoyment of the burgeoning
American whiskey renaissance -- and do so without wasting a lot of time and money -- there is
no guide that I would more highly recommend.If you are not familiar with Mr. Risen's impressive
resume, this could also serve as your introduction to this talented young writer's work. In this
case he reveals his incredible passion for whiskey by working diligently to share his vast
knowledge and experience with the reader. After you read it there will be no doubt in your mind
that the author is the right man to guide you on your tour of American Whiskey, Bourbon &
Rye.Without pretension or arrogance, Mr. Risen first offers a gestalt view of American whiskey --
defining what it is and is not, its history, how the stuff is made, demystification of labels and
nomenclature, and good advice on how best to enjoy it. But the real gold is in the Whiskey
Accounts, which offer fundamental metrics and simple, descriptive notes on more than 200
whiskeys. This section is spot on, and has the potential to lead readers of all experience levels
to countless enjoyable sips. I'd suggest sampling nearly any of the recommendations that
feature more stars than dollar signs in the simple and intuitive rating/cost scheme. If you are an
American whiskey novice or intermediate, investing in this book will quickly return value for you.
I admit that over the years I have unfortunately wasted many times the cover price of this guide
trying to find affordable brown liquor gems like the one revealed at the bottom of page 133. And
if like me you'd rather spend your hard-earned $$$ on a baseball glove than on a rye whiskey
that tastes like one, be sure to note the "NR" ratings that indicate the bottles you may want to
avoid.These digital days I buy very few hardcovers but this is a beautifully bound volume that is
not too massive to carry along on a visit to your liquor store. Unlike a lot of references this is an
attractive book that will look great on any bookshelf, bar or coffee table. Inside, the page design
is a sensible marriage of form and function, with easily digested presentations of information and
rich color photographs that pop off the page and also serve as search images to help you spot
the next bottle you decide to target for purchase.The book closes with even more functional bits:
a reference list, glossary, and index. In the next edition I would love to see a quick-look
summary of good values, or maybe a few lists of personal favorites in various categories. Like all
good things this book leaves you wanting even more, and an app or e-pub with some kind of sort/
filter/search functionality might be the next logical step for this invaluable content. In the mean
time, buying this book is probably the most affordable and entertaining way a non-expert can
increase his or her knowledge and enjoyment of American whiskeys.”

ChrisL, “Beautiful book!!!. This is a beautifully made book. The pages and binding are very well
done. This is the best book that goes deep into the history of each distillery and gives great,



honest reviews. I hope they release a new one soon!”

michael scott, “Everything about Whiskey, and is an incredible guide to selecting the best..
Excellent book. Explains the real interesting subject of Whiskey. It gives a simple and detailed
account of all the popular brands, rating them for the whiskey enthusiast. It shows the details of
the distilling process, what and why they do a particular process different from the other distillery.
Interestingly it shows that there are some whiskeys that are excellent and responsibly priced and
some that are expensive and not very good. And that some whiskeys are a blend of several a
particular distillery makes. While another might be a blend of several distillers. A five star rating
system for quality and the cost in $20-$30 per ($), plus details about the distillery, the different
flavors of the particular whiskey and their honest opinion. It is packed with information on the
whole whisky business history. Plainly explains questions about how they proof a whisky, the
aging process, and the real key to any whisky , the charred wooden barrels they are aged in that
gives them there unique flavor. It’s without a drought probably the best book I’ve ever read on the
subject and I highly recommend it to anyone interested”

Bin Zeng, “Great read with some minor bones to pick. I'm a big fan of bourbon and couldn't resist
picking up this book when it came out. A great overview of bourbon in general as well as good
reviews of some bourbons. Here are the pros and cons.Pros:1. Good section in the beginning
talking about history of bourbon.2. Pretty much covers all readily available bourbons that you will
find in stores.3. Great looking presentation.Cons:1. Binding was crooked2. Paper is thick and
glossy and creases easily. Not comfortable to flip and feels cheap3. Already outdatedOverall a
good book and a good snapshot of the bourbon world circa 2012. However, with the popularity
of bourbon right now, this book is just a snapshot in time. Several of the bourbons that the author
reviews are no longer available or supplanted with newer products or are no longer available on
the open market. The book also does not cover alot of newer bourbons that are on the shelves
these days. One other small nitpick would be that the paper used for the book is a very thick
glossy stock. It is similar to what you would find in a really fancy catalog. The problem is that the
glossiness and thickness of the paper makes it hard to turn the pages and creases very easily. It
makes the book feel a bit cheap and doesn't feel like a real book (if that makes any sense) and
more like a catalog or brochure.”

a granny, “Husband says it's very interesting for a bourbon drinker. Got this for my husband. He
wanted it last year but the release date kept being put back. He says it's very interesting as he
likes to sample his bourbon.”

Nell, “He was very pleased with it. Bought as a present for my Bourbon loving son. He was very
pleased with it. It is very informative and good value for money for a reference book.”

P. B. Roberts, “well written guide. Really well written from a whisky lovers point of view. So far so



good although not all the spirits mentioned I can find in UK”

Ebook Library Reader, “Bought for my mate, who liked this.. Bought for my mate, who really liked
this. Trifle expensive but obviously quality counts”

The book by Clay Risen has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 525 people have provided feedback.
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